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Abstract: After the COVID-19 pandemic the use of face masks has become a common practice in
many situations. Partial occlusion of the face due to the use of masks poses new challenges for
facial expression recognition because of the loss of significant facial information. Consequently, the
identification and classification of facial expressions can be negatively affected when using neural
networks in particular. This paper presents a new dataset of virtual characters, with and without face
masks, with identical geometric information and spatial location. This novelty will certainly allow
researchers a better refinement on lost information due to the occlusion of the mask.

Keywords: 3D graphics and realism; creative design; facial expression dataset; facial animation;
face mask

1. Introduction

Facial expression datasets are widely used in many studies in different areas such
as psychology, medicine, art and computer science. Datasets include photographs or
videos about real people performing facial expressions. These images are properly labeled
according to their use.

Datasets can be classified depending on how the images have been collected. Thus,
we can distinguish datasets with images taken in controlled environments, such as the
Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) [1] or the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (KDEF) [2].
The main differences among datasets in controlled environments are the type of focus
(frontal or not) and the lighting (controlled or not). Other data sets, for example the Static
Facial Expression in the Wild (SFEW) [3] or the AffectNet [4], contain images taken in
the wild. In Mollahosseini et al. [4] the main characteristics of the fourteen most relevant
datasets used in Facial Expression Recognition (FER) are summarized. None of the data
sets mentioned above is composed of synthetic characters.

With the COVID-19 pandemic situation, FER must deal with a new challenge: the ability
to accurately categorize an emotion expression [5–7]. As reported in recent literature, face
masks change the way faces are perceived and strongly confuse in reading emotions [8,9].

Particularly, Pavlova and Sokolov [10] present an extensive survey about current
research on reading covered faces. They conclude that clarification of how masks affect
face reading call for further tailored research. A relevant number of works, mainly in the
data security field, focus on facial recognition experiments with masks [11].

In Bo et al. [12] the authors recognize that there are no publicly available masked FER
datasets and propose a method to add face masks to existing datasets.

We are mainly interested in the synthesis and recognition of facial expressions and
in their possible applications. In previous work we presented UIBVFED, a virtual facial
expression database [13].

In this work we extend the range of the UIBVFED database to also cope with the
face occlusion introduced by the generalized use of masks. We rename this new database
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as UIBVFED-MASK. UIBVFED-MASK provides a working environment allowing total
control over virtual characters, beyond controlling focus and lighting. The goal is to bring
extra control of the precise muscle activity of each facial expression. With the inclusion
of face masks on the characters, we can offer the research community two datasets with
the same labeled expressions and the effects of mask occlusion as a new tool to remedy
the deficiencies mentioned above. To the best of our knowledge, UIBVFED is the facial
expression database with the largest number of labeled expressions. The precise description
of the expressions is what will allow to expand the study to deal with occlusion problems
such as the use of surgical masks.

We propose a dataset with synthetic avatars because the images of the dataset are
generated according to the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) and, therefore, we can
assure that the labeling of the images is objective. Moreover, the use of synthetic datasets is
becoming popular as they provide objective automatic labeling and are free of data privacy
issues. They have proved to be a good substitution for real images, as they get recognition
rates similar to the real ones [14,15].

2. Data Description

UIBVFED is the first database made up of synthetic avatars that categorizes up to
32 facial expressions. This dataset can be managed interactively by an intuitive and easy
to use software application. The dataset is composed of 640 facial images from 20 virtual
characters each creating 32 facial expressions. The avatars represent 10 men and 10 women,
aged between 20 and 80, from different ethnicities. Figure 1 shows the 32 facial expressions
plus the neutral of one of the 20 characters in the database. Expressions are classified
based on the six universal emotions (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness, and Surprise).
The 32 facial expressions are codified accordingly with the Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) [16] and follow the terminology defined by Faigin [17] whose reference is considered
the standard to follow by animators and 3D artists. Information about the landmarks for
all characters and expressions is included in the dataset.

The UIBVFED database has been rebuilt in order to include facial masks. With this
purpose in mind, a facial geometry has been added to the initial facial geometries. This
new facial geometry corresponds to a textured polygonal mesh with 1770 vertices and has
been manually added to the geometry of each of the 20 characters in the database. We
have made the necessary linear transformations to adjust the mask to the character’s face.
Figure 2 shows the polygon mesh face mask. The geometry represents a fabric mask that
covers part of the face, similar to surgical masks and to those used day-to-day during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Character’s and mask geometries are implemented in a 3D scene in
the Unity environment [18]. We have used the Unity interactive tools to adjust the mask to
the geometry of each character.

Figure 3 shows an example of the enraged shouting expression in the original UIBVFED
dataset and in UIBVFED-MASK.

Figure 4 shows the complete set of characters in the UIBVFED-MASK dataset.
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3. Methods

The full set of images has been generated with the Unity environment. The basis is a
white background scene with the character geometry located at the center of a Cartesian
coordinate system.

Characters have been interactively generated with Autodesk Character Generator [19].
The interaction provided by this tool has allowed to select among several options to define
10 men and 10 women from different ethnicities and ages depending on the skin textures
applied. Each character is composed by the following geometries:

• A geometry that comprises the character skin (20,951 polygons approximately);
• A geometry that represents the lower denture (4124 polygons approximately);
• Geometries for the upper denture and the eyes (4731 polygons);
• The before mentioned surgical mask geometry (see Figure 2).

For the first two geometries blend shapes have been used to allow animation to
reproduce any facial expression. More specifically, the skin and the lower denture have 65
and 31 blend shapes, respectively. Each blend shape has been labeled intuitively with the
muscular movement that it represents. For example, MouthOpen for the mouth opening or
ReyeClose for the right eye closure. Blend shapes’ activation depends on a numerical value
between 0 (no effect) and 100 (maximum effect).

From the descriptions of the 32 expressions plus the neutral one considered by Fai-
gin [17], the expressions have been reproduced using muscular movement description.
Table 1 summarized the values for each deformation for the Enraged Shouting expression
(Anger emotion) shown in Figure 3. The first column is the numerical identification of the
active blend shape and depends on the file order generated by the Autodesk application.
The second column corresponds to the name: h_expressions is for the skin geometry and
h_teeh for the lower denture geometry. Finally, the third column is the deformation value.

Table 1. Blend shapes for the Enraged Shouting expression.

Id Name Value

0 h_expressions.AE_AA_h 25
13 h_expressions.RlipUp_h 50
14 h_expressions.LlipUp_h 50
15 h_expressions.RlipDown_h 50
16 h_expressions.LlipDown_h 50
21 h_expressions.JawCompress_h 25
41 h_expressions.RneckTension_h 100
42 h_expressions.LneckTension_h 100
43 h_expressions.Rnostril_h 100
44 h_expressions.Lnostril_h 100
47 h_expressions.ReyeOpen_h 50
48 h_expressions.LeyeOpen_h 50
51 h_expressions.RlowLid_h 50
52 h_expressions.LlowLid_h 50
61 h_expressions.RRbrowDown_h 100
62 h_expressions.RbrowDown_h 100
63 h_expressions.LbrowDown_h 100
64 h_expressions.LLbrowDown_h 100
12 h_teeth.t_AE_AA_h 25

To provide a more precise description of each expression, the datasets include the
correspondence between the deformers and the coding with Action Units (AUs), which
is the broad notation used in the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [16]. For example,
the Enraged Shouting expression has the following AUs: AU 4 Brow Lowerer, AU 5 Upper
Lid Raiser, AU 6 Cheek Raiser, AU 7 Lid Tightener, AU 10 Upper Lip Raiser and AU
11 Nasolabial Deepener.
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The 20 characters from each dataset have a similar geometric configuration although
they are completely different. This allows to parameterize all 32 expressions with a single
configuration of the deformers.

The scene lighting is a single light configuration, Spot Light, positioned in the front
left side of the character plus the ambient light, skybox type. The lighting location is shown
in Figure 5.
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As shown in Figure 5, the result of this configuration is a non-flat lighting but without
intention and shadows that could hinder FER tasks.

The databases have been created by running a script that places each character in the
center of the scene. The character is portrayed with a front-facing camera and the result is
a 1080 × 1920 pixel resolution PNG image, RGB and with no alpha channel. The images
have been organized into folders, one for each universal emotion: anger, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness and surprise, plus neutral. Each folder contains the files that correspond to all the
expressions performed by each one of the 20 characters. The images are labeled with the
name of the character and the name of the expression following Faigin’s terminology.

Along with UIBVFED-MASK, the UIBVFED database follows the same structure [13].
Moreover, both datasets also contain information about the landmarks. This information
consists of 51 points in 3D space for the identification of facial features. Landmarks infor-
mation is provided with the points overlapping the image. This information is additionally
provided in textual form with a file that contains the numerical values that define the
spatial coordinates of the 51 points for all characters and for all the expressions.

4. An Experience Using the UIBVFED-Mask Dataset

We used a simple previously trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with the
UIBVFED dataset (the facial expression dataset without facial masks) [20] to recognize the
six universal emotions plus the neutral emotion. Using this CNN, we obtained an overall
accuracy of 0.79.

With this CNN model (trained with the images without facial masks), we tried to
classify a random subset of the 20% of the images of the UIBVFED-Mask (the facial expres-
sion dataset of avatars wearing facial masks), and we got an overall accuracy of 0.38. That
represents a dramatic decrease of almost 52% on the overall accuracy.

However, when we trained (and tested) the model with facial masks (UIBVFED-Mask)
we obtained an overall accuracy of 0.65, which improved 71% the initial overall accuracy.

Table 2 shows a summary of the accuracy results obtained for each of the three
training/testing datasets scenarios evaluated with the same CNN model.
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Table 2. Overall accuracy obtained in each of the training/testing scenarios.

Training Dataset Testing Dataset Accuracy

UIBVFED UIBVFED 0.79
UIBVFED UIBVFED-Mask 0.38

UIBVFED-Mask UIBVFED-Mask 0.65

5. Conclusions

In this paper we present a new dataset of virtual characters with face masks, the
UIBVFED-Mask, with identical geometric information and spatial location than the already
existing UIBVFED dataset. We think that this novelty will certainly allow researchers a
better refinement on lost information due to the occlusion of the mask. To show how the
proposed database can improve the results of the recognition of emotions while wearing
face masks, we introduce an experience using the new database. In this experience, we have
numerically observed that the loss of facial information produced by the partial occlusion
of the face negatively affects the recognition rate of our neural network. In this situation,
our experiments show a noticeable decrease in accuracy when the network is trained using
non-masked images. With no occlusion, the network accuracy was up to a 0.79 value.
However, when trying to recognize the expressions from the images wearing a mask, we
went down to a 0.38 accuracy value. The use of the proposed database UIBVFED-MASK
for training and testing purposes led us to an increase of a 70% in the recognition rate (up
to a 0.65 value).

The results of this work show that a database of facial expressions of people wearing a
mask can be a relevant contribution in the emotion and facial expression recognition field.
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